[1] In short-period seismograms of earthquakes, we often observe the broadening of apparent duration of P and/or S waves and the excitation of the transverse component especially for P waves as travel distance increases. Such phenomena are well explained by scattering caused by random velocity fluctuation in the lithosphere. The Markov approximation is known as one of the powerful stochastic methods for the direct synthesis of wave envelopes. We extend the method to synthesize vector wave envelopes on the free surface of a random medium since seismic observation is usually done on the ground surface. We evaluate the mean square (MS) envelope on the free surface by multiplying the amplification factor on the free surface to the angular spectrum in an infinite random medium. We synthesize MS envelopes for the vertical incidence of an impulsive plane P or S wavelet into a 3-D random medium characterized by a Gaussian autocorrelation function with typical parameters of the lithosphere. As a result, the vertical and horizontal component MS envelopes show different amplification rates on the free surface; however, we may say that "a factor of 4" is a good approximation for the amplification rate for both components. Finally, we numerically confirm the validity of our direct envelope syntheses by the comparison with finite difference simulations of waves in 2-D random media. The Markov approximation is accurate when the wavelength is shorter than the correlation distance and the fractional fluctuation is much smaller than the ratio of the correlation distance to the propagation distance.
Introduction
[2] Different from long-period seismograms, short period seismograms of earthquakes are quite complicated due to high sensitivity to small-scale heterogeneities. Such kind of heterogeneity is apparently strong especially in the lithosphere reflecting the geodynamic processes as a result of the evolution of the Earth. For the investigation of the lithospheric heterogeneity, there are several methods which focus on scattering effects caused by distributed random heterogeneities. Sato [1989] reported that widths of S wave envelopes become large with the increase of the travel distance. Nishizawa et al. [1983] investigated the particle motion of P wave seismograms in high frequencies as 10 kHz recorded at a geothermal site. They found that the transverse components are generated by microcracks created by the water injection. Nishimura [1996] also investigated the particle motion of P waves recorded at the global network.
He found that the transverse component is larger at island arc stations than that at continental stations.
[3] For the analysis of short-period seismograms, it is better to focus on their wave amplitude envelopes since their phases are too complex. Stochastic methods are appropriate to describe the wave propagation in randomly heterogeneous media, where it is enough to use a few parameters to characterize the heterogeneous media. Once the forward modeling is well established, it is easy to formulate the stochastic inversion of wave envelopes for the medium heterogeneities. The Markov approximation is one of the powerful tools to synthesize wave envelopes in infinite random media when the wavelength is shorter than the correlation distance [Ishimaru, 1978; Sato and Fehler, 1998 ]. In the Markov approximation, the mean square (MS) envelope can be obtained by the inverse Fourier transform of a two frequency mutual coherence function (TFMCF) which satisfies the parabolic type equation. The Markov approximation is a multiple forward scattering model where backscattering and conversion scattering are neglected. The full wavefield calculation with the finite difference (FD) method gives the accurate result including backscattering and conversion scattering, but it takes longer to obtain the envelopes than the Markov approximation. We need to stack envelopes of synthesized waves in many realizations of random media to obtain the smooth envelope. When the wavelength is much smaller than the correlation distance of the random media, the Markov approximation has enough accuracy from the onset to around the peak. Sato [1989] first proposed to use the Markov approximation to explain the broadening of S wave envelope of a small earthquake as the travel distance increases. Obara and Sato [1995] analyzed S wave broadening of microearthquakes in Kanto-Tokai region, Japan. They found that types of the randomness are different in both sides of the volcanic front since the broadening is larger in the back-arc side of the island arc compared with that in the fore-arc side. From the analysis of S wave broadening of microearthquakes in northern Japan, Takahashi et al. [2007] found that the envelope broadening is large especially when the seismic ray propagates beneath Quaternary volcanoes.
[4] From the theoretical syntheses of vector wave envelopes, the scattering effect appears not only in the envelope broadening but also in the excitation of the orthogonal component: the envelope broadening of the longitudinal component and the excitation of the transverse component for the case of P wave. Kubanza et al. [2007] quantitatively estimated the heterogeneities in the lithosphere by comparing the observed energy partition ratio of the teleseismic P wave into the transverse component with the theoretical one based on the Markov approximation [Sato, 2006] . They stacked more than 4 deep earthquakes occurred along the western Pacific regions. We show an example of stacked MS envelopes in Figure 1 . Those focal depths are greater than 300 km and the magnitudes are 5 to 6. In their analysis, MS envelopes are implicitly assumed to be amplified by a factor of four on the free surface in both components since the free surface amplification is twice for amplitude. However, after propagating through random inhomogeneity, seismic waves on the free surface consists of diffracted waves having different incident angles: the amplification on the free surface depends on the incident angle of each scattered wave, which varies with lapse time from the onset. Kubanza et al. [2007] used the ratio to estimate the heterogeneities, so the absolute amplitude of the MS envelopes do not affect their analysis. It is not clear, however, whether the amplification rates are the same in all components. For the P wavelet which vertically enters into the inhomogeneous medium, the vertical component mostly consists of scattered waves with small incident angles at the free surface, so the amplification of a factor of four for MS amplitude seems to be reasonable; however, the quantitative effect is not clear especially for the transverse component. Therefore, it is very necessary to establish a method to synthesize vector wave envelopes on the free surface after propagating through a random medium for more reliable envelope analysis of seismograms observed on the ground surface.
[5] In this paper, we derive vector wave envelopes on the free surface of a random medium for the incidence of a plane wavelet with a wavelength shorter than the correlation distance. Extending the envelope synthesis method for an infinite random medium on the basis of the Markov approximation, we first synthesize the envelopes on the free surface of a random medium for the vertical incidence of an impulsive plane P wavelet, by using the angular spectrum representation. We also synthesize the envelopes for the incidence of an impulsive plane S wavelet. Next we conduct FD simulations of vector waves in 2-D random media. Taking the MS envelopes derived by FD simulations as references, we quantitatively examine the validity and the range of applicability of the envelope synthesis method proposed here.
Envelopes for the Vertical Incidence of a Plane P Wavelet
[6] In order to derive the master equation based on the Markov approximation, we follow the same procedure as Sato [2006] . We describe the minimal equations appeared in the work by Sato [2006] . The detail calculation of the Markov approximation is written by Sato and Fehler [1998, section 8 .2] and Sato [2006] . We use the same notations as used in them.
Model Setting
[7] We statistically study the wave propagation through an elastic medium with random velocity fluctuation and derive the vector wave envelopes on its free surface for the vertical incidence of a plane wavelet. We consider an elastic medium, where an inhomogeneous medium (0 < z < Z ) is put on a homogeneous medium (z < 0), and z = Z is a free surface (see Figure 2 ). In the elastic medium, the displacement vector obeys the elastic wave equation. The initial condition of our problem is that an impulsive plane wavelet propagates along the z-axis from the homogeneous medium and then enters the inhomogeneous random medium as schematically illustrated in Figure 2. 
Propagation of Short-Period Seismic Waves
[8] When the wavelength l w is shorter than the characteristic scale of random inhomogeneity, ak ) 1, where a is the characteristic scale and wave number k = 2p/l w , we may neglect the spatial derivative of elastic coefficients in the elastic wave equation, which leads to little conversion scattering between P and S waves. Figure 1 . Stacked MS envelopes of teleseismic P and P coda recorded at IRIS station PMG in New Guinea at 1-2 Hz. Thick solid, dashed, dotted and thin solid curves indicate the sum of the three components, vertical, radial and transverse components, respectively [Kubanza et al., 2007] .
[9] First, we consider the vertical incidence of a plane P wavelet from the homogeneous medium onto the inhomogeneous medium along the z-axis. In an inhomogeneous medium, the P wave velocity is written as a(x) = a 0 (1 + x(x)), where a 0 is the average P wave velocity. We assume that the fractional fluctuation x(x) is small, |x| ( 1. Scalar potential satisfies the wave equation where the wave velocity is a.
[10] We expand the scalar potential by plane waves as
where wave number k 0 = w/a 0 and the transverse coordinates x ? = (x, y). Function U(x ? , z, w) is the amplitude of a plane wave with angular frequency w, which varies slowly along the propagation direction. Therefore, we may neglect the second derivative of U with respect to z, since ak 0 )1, that is l w |∂ z 2 U| ( |∂ z U|. Then U satisfies the parabolic equation.
Random Media and Markov Approximation
[11] We introduce a concept of an ensemble of random media, {x}, where x(x) is supposed to be a random function of the position x. The average of the fractional fluctuation x over an ensemble of random media is zero: hx(x)i = 0, where < > denotes the ensemble average. Here, we assume that the randomness is homogeneous and isotropic. As a mathematically tractable model, we assume that the random media are characterized by a Gaussian autocorrelation function (ACF) as
where a is the correlation distance and " is the root mean square (RMS) fractional fluctuation of the velocity. We take the ensemble average over all realizations of x. Since we assume that the randomness is homogeneous, the ACF does not depend on the x′.
[12] For the calculation of vector wave envelopes, we introduce the TFMCF on the transverse plane at z as [Ishimaru, 1978] 
where superscript asterisk denotes the complex conjugate.
[13] For quasi-monochromatic waves, the TFMCF can be decomposed into two parts as
where k d = k′ 0 − k″ 0 and A is the longitudinal integral of the ACF:
The factor e −k d 2 A(0)z/2 takes into account the wandering effect caused by the phase fluctuation, which comes from the ensemble average of different rays. So 0 G 2 is the TFMCF without the wandering effect [Lee and Jokipii, 1975b] . By performing the inverse Fourier transform of the wandering term with respect to w d , the time domain expression of the wandering effect is
0 G 2 satisfies the following master equation
and k c = (k′ 0 + k″ 0 )/2. The detailed derivation of (6) is written by Sato and Fehler [1998, section 8.2 ]. Here we neglected the effect of backscattering, that is, the wavefield is not affected by the random inhomogeneities located anterior to the Figure 2 . Geometrical setting of (left) a random medium and (right) the variation of MS vector wave envelopes with travel distance increasing. A plane P wavelet vertically enters onto a randomly inhomogeneous medium (0 < z < Z) from a homogeneous medium (z < 0).
wavefield along the z-axis. This stochastic derivation is called the Markov approximation [Lee and Jokipii, 1975a] .
Envelopes in an Infinite Medium
[14] By using 0 G 2 , the x-component intensity spectral density (ISD) without the wandering effect at z in infinite random media can be written as [Sato, 2006] 
where w c = k c /a 0 and w d = k d /a 0 . Both transverse component ISDs are the same since 0 G 2 is axially symmetric about the z-axis because the randomness is isotropic. The z-component ISD is
Each ISD represents the MS envelope of each component with central angular frequency w c at propagation distance z. The ISDs with the wandering effect I _ x , I _ y and I _ z are calculated by the convolution with w. The term t − z/a 0 appears in (7) and (8) since U is defined as the amplitude of a plane wave.
[15] The incidence of an impulsive plane P wavelet is written by using a delta function for the z-component ISD:
This means that the plane source generates an impulsive plane P wavelet having only the z-component amplitude. This condition is written as the initial condition for 0 G 2 as
[16] We define the angular spectrum, which is the Fourier transform of the TFMCF with respect to the transverse coordinates:
where k ? = (k x , k y ) is the wave number vector on the transverse plane. The angular spectrum represents the distribution of transverse wave numbers, that is, the distribution of ray directions at distance z. The Fourier transform of the angular spectrum with respect to angular frequency gives the angular spectrum in the time domain:
[17] Here we define the reference ISD as the integral over the wave number:
which means the total ISD for P waves. The time integral of the reference ISD I _ 0 (z, t, w c ) is constant irrespective of travel distance:
By using the angular spectrum, ISDs in the infinite media (7) and (8) can be rewritten as
and
The angular spectrum representations (14) and (15) for the vector wave envelopes in random elastic media give the same results as derived by Sato [2006] .
[18] In order to understand meanings of (14) and (15), we introduce the spherical coordinate system, whose unit vectors are e r , e and e ' , as shown in Figure 3 , where is the inclination angle from the z-axis and ' is the azimuth angle from the x-axis. For the P wave, the normalized polarization vector p corresponds to e r : p = e r = (sin cos ', sin sin ', cos ). The factors of the angular spectrum in the integrals are written as
That is, we simply project the angular spectrum to each component and then integrate it to obtain each component ISD. We assume the isotropic random media, so the first two equations in (16) lead to the same result by integrating over ' from 0 to 2p. Hereafter, we refer the above factors to as "projection factors". By using the polarization vector, ISDs in the infinite media (14) and (15) can be rewritten as
[19] For the incidence of the impulsive plane wavelet case, analytical solutions of the TFMCF and the angular spectrum (11) are derived by Sreenivasiah et al. [1976] and Sato and Korn [2008] , respectively, as
where coherent radius
The analytical solutions of (7) and (8) are also derived by Sato [2006] . The envelopes in the infinite random media can be scaled by t M [Sato and Fehler, 1998, section 8.2] .
[20] Figure 4 shows snapshots of the angular spectrum at different times and the ISDs without the wandering effect at z = 100 km in the infinite media, where medium parameters a 0 = 7.8 km/s, b 0 = a 0 / ffiffi ffi 3 p = 4.5 km/s, a = 10 km and " = 0.05 are used. The snapshot of the angular spectrum gives the distribution of ray direction for different reduced times at z = 100 km ( Figure 4a ). The reduced time means the lapse time measured from the average P wave travel time: t − z/a 0 . At 0.1 s and 0.2 s, the angular spectrum has a peak at 0 degree. The peak angle becomes large and the ray distribution becomes flat with the increase of the reduced time. Most of the angular spectrum are distributed below 30 degrees for reduced time less than 0.5 s. When we calculate the ISDs, we use the analytical solution of the angular spectrum (20) and numerically calculate (12), (17) and (18). The ISD of each transverse component is about 5% of that of the longitudinal component at the peak arrival due to the scattering effect. The peak delay time of the transverse component from the onset is lager than that of the longitudinal component. The peak delay time can be scaled by the characteristic time t M which is proportional to " 2 z 2 /a. The peak value of the longitudinal and that of the transverse components decrease in proportion to the inverse square of distance and to the inverse of distance, respectively [Sato, 2006] . We should remember that the ISD with the wandering effect reflects the broadening caused by the wandering effect, of which the variance in time domain is proportional to " 2 az (see (5)). Figure 4 means that the envelopes consist of small angle scattered waves at just after the arrival of the direct wave (at 0.1 s in Figure 4a ). In the coda part of the envelopes (at 1.0 s in Figure 4a ), the distribution becomes flat, so the wide-angle scattered waves play more important roles.
Envelopes on the Free Surface
[21] We may treat waves as plane waves especially in the vicinity of the free surface since the wavelength is shorter than the correlation distance. We consider the P to P reflection and the P to SV conversion at the free surface. This geometrical sketch is shown in Figure 3 . Amplification factors are defined as the amplitudes of radial and vertical components on the free surface for the incident plane P wave of unit amplitude. We can analytically derive the amplification factors [e.g., Aki and Richards, 2002, 
where is the incident angle to the free surface and y = sin −1 (b 0 sin /a 0 ) is the reflection angle of the P-SV conversion.
[22] Replacing the projection factors in (17) and (18) with the above amplification factors at the free surface (
, we obtain the ISDs on the free surface as
The factor k x 2 /k ? 2 in (23) means the projection of the radial component into the x-component in the horizontal plane, cos 2 '. These are the phenomenological extensions of (17) and (18) by regarding that the amplification factors are the weighted projection factors which take into account the free surface effect. Figure 5 shows the comparison between the amplification factors (21) and (22) (solid curves) and the projection factors sin 2 and cos 2 in an infinite medium (dashed gray curves). Later, we compare the ISDs on the free surface with four times ISDs in the infinite media, so we also plot curves of four times the projection factors (dashed black curves). For the vertical component, the amplification factor shows the similar shape as four times the projection factor for all incident angles. The horizontal component amplification factor is almost the same as four times the projection factor for incident angles less than about 60 degrees, but there is a difference for incident angle larger than about 60 degrees.
[23] ISDs without the wandering effect on the free surface (solid curves) and those in the infinite media (dashed gray curves) for the incidence of an impulsive plane P wavelet at distance Z = 100 km are shown in Figure 6 , where a 0 = 7.8 km/s, b 0 = 4.5 km/s, a = 10 km and " = 0.05 are used. (23) and (24) with projection factor in an infinite medium (17) and (18) for the incidence of a plane P wave where a 0 /b 0 = ffiffi ffi 3 p . Amplification factors on the free surface are shown by solid curves, and projection factors in the infinite medium are shown by dashed gray curves. For the comparison, we multiplied the projection factors in the infinite medium by a factor of 4 (dashed black curves).
We use the analytical solution of the angular spectrum (20) and numerically calculate (12), (23) and (24). It takes less than 1 minute to calculate the envelope by using a PC with Intel i7 860. Vertical and horizontal components are plotted by bold and fine curves, respectively. For comparison, we also plot four times each ISD in the infinite media by a dashed black curve. This is because when the medium is homogeneous, the amplitude of vertically incident P wave is doubled on the free surface so the ISD becomes four times larger than that in the infinite medium. Figure 6 shows that the vertical component is amplified by about a factor of four on the free surface and the amplification rate is almost constant with the increase of the reduced time. However, the amplification rate of the horizontal component varies with the increase of reduced time, so the envelope on the free surface is distorted from that in the infinite media: the peak delay time is slightly earlier than that in the infinite media, the peak value is about 5.1 times larger than that of the infinite media. These feature comes from the difference between the amplification factor, |u r P | 2 k x 2 /k ? 2 in (23) and the four times projection factor, 4(p · e x ) 2 in (17). From the snapshots of the angular spectrum, shown in Figure 4 , incident angles are mostly limited within 30 degrees for reduced times less than 0.5 s. Below 30 degrees, the horizontal component amplification factor is a little larger than the four times projection factor as shown in Figure 5 . So the horizontal component ISD on the free surface becomes a little larger than four times the ISD in the infinite media, and the amplification of the horizontal component ISD decreases with the increase of the reduced time. It becomes about 3.5 at t − Z/a 0 = 3 s.
Two-Dimensional Case
[24] In the following section, we will compare our Markov approximation syntheses with the FD simulations in 2-D instead of 3-D since FD simulations in 3-D costs a lot. For the synthesis of ISDs on the free surface of 2-D random media characterized by a Gaussian ACF for the vertical incidence of a plane P wavelet, we use the same procedure as used in 3-D. The analytical solution of the angular spectrum was derived by Korn and Sato [2005] 
where a ? is the same as the 3-D case. By using this analytical expression, we numerically calculate the angular spectrum in the time domain and then we obtain the horizontal and vertical ISDs on the free surface by the following equations similar to the expression of the 3-D case as
Here |u r P | and |u v P | are the same amplification factors at the free surface as 3-D case defined by (21) and (22).
Envelopes for the Incidence of a Plane S wavelet

Envelopes in an Infinite Medium
[25] We study the vertical incidence (z-direction) of an impulsive plane S wavelet polarized to the x-direction onto an inhomogeneous random medium. In this case, the vector potential have the only y-component, B = (0, B y , 0), which satisfies the wave equation. Similar to the P wavelet case, the S wave velocity inhomogeneity is b(x) = b 0 (1 + x(x)), where b 0 is the average S wave velocity. We expand the y-component of the vector potential by plane waves as
where k 0 = w/b 0 . Then we take the same procedure as the incidence of the P wavelet case, U satisfies the parabolic equation. We can derive the same master equation for the TFMCF as (6). The x-component ISD at distance z in the infinite media for the incidence of the S wavelet is Figure 6 . Comparison of ISDs (MS envelopes) without the wandering effect on the free surface (solid) with those in the infinite media (dashed gray) for the vertical incidence of an impulsive plane P wavelet. Random media are characterized by the same parameters as given in the caption of Figure 4 . ISDs in the infinite media multiplied by a factor of 4 are shown by dashed black curves.
The z-component ISD is
In these equations, we use the same notations for the angular spectra as the incidence of P wavelet case, by replacing a 0 with b 0 in the definition. For the incidence of an S wavelet polarized to the x-direction, the y-component ISD is always zero [Aki and Richards, 2002, section 4.4] . These expressions of ISDs by using of the angular spectrum are the same results as derived by Sato [2006] . Comparing to the incidence of the P wavelet case, we find that ISDs in infinite media have following correspondences:
where we use average velocities a 0 and b 0 for P and S waves, respectively.
[26] In order to explain the projection factors in (29) and (30), we introduce the spherical coordinate system. Here, the unit vectors e and e ' correspond to the vibration directions of the SV and SH modes, respectively. The unit polarization vector p is always on the x-z plane. Because p is perpendicular to the ray direction e r , the explicit expression of p is
where N is the normalization factor: N(, ') = ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi sin 2 cos 2 ' þ cos 2 p = ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 1 À k 2 y =k 2 c q . We note that N ∼ 1 for ( 1. The angles and ' are calculated by using the wave number: = sin −1 (k ? /k c ) and ' = cos −1 (k x /k ? ), respectively. The projection factors in (29) and (30) can be written as
where we use the relationship (p · e ) = (−cos '/cos sin ') (p · e ' ). The following relation is always satisfied:
We may regard (p · e ) 2 and (p · e ' ) 2 as the energy partition of the unit energy to the SV and SH mode, respectively. These vectors are schematically illustrated in Figure 7 . The decomposition (33a) is not unique but natural. We can understand the physical meaning of the projection factors. By using the polarization vector, ISDs in the infinite media (29) and (30) can be rewritten as
[27] The incidence of an impulsive plane S wavelet polarized to the x-direction is written as the delta function for the x-component ISD:
This condition is written as the initial condition for 0 G 2 as
Envelopes on the Free Surface
[28] Different from P waves, S waves have two modes: SH and SV modes. Since the amplification factors on the free surface depend on these modes, we have to separate the S wave into SH and SV modes. [29] By extending (35) and (36), ISDs on the free surface (z = Z) for the incidence of an S wavelet can be expressed as
where we replace the projection factors with the amplification factors: 1 → 4 for SH, ( 
where we consider the SV-SV reflection and SV-P conversion at the free surface, is the incident angle to the free surface and y is the reflection angle of SV-P conversion, where y = sin −1 (a 0 sin /b 0 ). When the incident angle exceeds the critical angle c = sin −1 (b 0 /a 0 ) ≈ 35.3°for a 0 = 7.8 km/s and b 0 = 4.5 km/s, y becomes pure imaginary number and an inhomogeneous wave is generated. The comparison of the amplification factors and the projection factors is shown in Figure 8 . We also plot four times the projection factors for the comparison. The critical angle is a turning point for the amplification factor. Below the critical angle, the amplification factors and four times the projection factors show good coincidence in both components, but there are large differences between them beyond the critical angle. It is noted that even in the case of the free surface, the ISD of the y-component is still zero, I _ y0 SF = 0.
[30] Figure 9 shows ISDs without the wandering effect on the free surface (solid curve) and those in the infinite media (dashed gray curve) where a = 10 km, " = 0.05, a 0 = 7.8 km/s, b 0 = 4.5 km/s and Z = 100 km. As the same as the P wavelet case, we plot four times of ISDs in the infinite media by dashed black curves for the comparison. Roughly saying, both components are amplified by a factor of four on the free surface; however, the distortion of the envelope is a little stronger than that in the incidence of P wavelet case. This may be caused by that an S wave has two modes and there is a critical angle. On the free surface, ISDs are amplified by a factor of 4.7 for the vertical component and 4.1 for the horizontal component at the peak. These amplification rates depend on the reduced time. The vertical and horizontal components amplification rates gradually decreases and increases with the increase of the reduced time, respectively. At t − Z/b 0 = 3 s, the amplification rates are about 3.6 and 4.9, respectively. In Figure 8 , the vertical amplification factor is larger than that of four times the projection factor below the critical angle. The horizontal amplification factor is smaller below the critical angle, but much larger around the critical angle than four times the projection factor. So the effect around the critical angle appears in the MS envelopes.
Two-Dimensional Case
[31] There is an SV-mode only in 2-D media. Thus ISDs on the free surface for the incidence of an S wavelet are written as
Comparison of the Markov Approximation With the Finite Difference Simulation in Two Dimensions
Finite Difference Simulation in Two Dimensions
[32] We take the FD simulation waves as references since all the effects of scattering and diffraction caused by velocity inhomogeneities and the free surface reflection and amplification are completely contained in the FD simulation. Fehler et al. [2000] first confirmed the validity of the Markov approximation for scalar waves in 2-D random media using FD simulations. We examine how our direct envelope simulation well explains FD simulations of vector waves in random elastic media in the 2-D space (xz-plane). Korn and Sato [2005] confirmed the validity of the vector envelope synthesis from the comparison with the FD simulations in infinite random media in 2-D. Therefore, we compare vector wave envelopes on the free surface only.
[33] We use the velocity-stress staggered grid scheme to solve the equation of motion. The accuracy is the forthorder in space and the second-order in time. The width of the model space is 100 km and the length is 117 km (see Figure 10a ). The medium is homogeneous between z = −17 km and 0 km (a = a 0 , b = b 0 ), and inhomogeneous between z = 0 km and z = Z = 100 km. We suppose that the fractional fluctuations of P and S wave velocities are the same and that of the mass density r is proportional to the velocity fractional fluctuation (Birch's law) as x = da/a 0 = db/b 0 = (1/n)dr/r 0 , where the proportional coefficient n is chosen as 0.8 [Sato and Fehler, 1998 ]. The random media are characterized by a Gaussian ACF. We put the periodic boundary condition at x = 0 km and x = 100 km, and the absorbing boundary condition at z = −17 km. To avoid a sharp velocity discontinuity, we take the cosine taper to the fluctuation at the bottom of the random medium (z = 0 km) with a width of 5 km. At the top of the random medium (z = Z = 100 km), we set the free surface condition. The precise description of the setting of the free surface for the fourth-order FD scheme is shown by Moczo [1998] . We use a Küpper wavelet as the incident wavelet. It is given by
where the predominant frequency is 2 Hz. We choose the Küpper wavelet because of its simple waveform. The maximum squared amplitude of the wavelet is about 1.7. The wavelet starts to propagate from z = −10 km at t = −10/a 0 = −1.3 s. We set a linear array along the transverse direction on the free surface. There are 20 receivers with 5 km interval. The grid spacing Dx = Dz ∼ 98 m and time step Dt = 5 ms. These settings satisfy the von Neumann's stability condition [Moczo et al., 2000] . And the effects of the grid dispersion is very little.
[34] In Figure 10b , we show snapshots of the squared amplitude of the x and z component at 10.7 s and 15.7 s for a single realization of random medium in density plot, where the travel time of P wave at z = 100 km is 12.8 s. In the propagation process, there is little conversion scattering due to the velocity fluctuation as seen from the plots at lapse time of 10.7 s. When waves reflected at the free surface, the converted S waves are generated and we can clearly see both the clear P wave and S wave wavefronts at lapse time 15.7 s.
[35] We conduct such FD simulations for 100 different realizations of random media, using different random seeds for generating velocity fluctuations. For each realization, we stack the squared waveforms recorded by 20 receivers, and take a moving average in time with a duration of 0.25 s which corresponds to one half of the predominant period. Then we obtain a single MS envelope. Next we stack the resultant 100 MS envelopes. That is, we use 2000 seismograms in total to synthesize the MS envelope of each component. We call them FD envelopes. In Gaussian type random media, the FD simulations are not stable due to the lack of the short wavelength component of the fluctuation. So we need to stack no less than 2000 seismograms to obtain a smooth envelope. It takes about 10 hours to calculate 2000 seismograms by a PC.
[36] In Figure 11 , dashed curves show the average MS envelopes for the incidence of a plane P wavelet and gray areas represent one standard deviation of MS envelopes. The standard deviation is large since there are large variations in individual seismograms. However, the average MS envelope of each component is smooth. There is a peak delay and the broadening of envelope width in both components. There is an excitation of horizontal component, which is about 8% of that of the vertical component at the peak value. The peak delay time of the horizontal component is larger than that of the vertical component. We can see that each envelope starts to increase in advance to the travel time for the average velocity since there is the wandering effect for travel times.
Comparison of Markov Envelopes With FD Envelopes for the Incidence of a P wavelet
[37] Using the convolution of the source term, the wandering term and the ISDs derived by the Markov approximation, we make the MS envelopes for a random medium in 2-D. Hereafter, we call them Markov envelopes. We compare Markov envelopes with FD envelopes on the free surface of random media in 2-D. The source term is a squared Küpper wavelet with predominant frequency 2 Hz. Because of the source term, the MS envelope is slightly broadened, which is independent of travel distance. There is another contribution caused by the wandering effect, which increases the variance according to " 2 az (see (5)). Figure 11 compares the vertical and horizontal components of the Markov envelopes with those of FD envelopes for the vertical incidence of a P wavelet. Both components are well fitted each other from the onset to the coda part. For the vertical component, the misfit at the peak arrival is about 3% of the maximum amplitude. After the time when the MS amplitude becomes about a quarter of the peak value, the FD envelopes become gradually larger than the Markov envelopes in both components. These differences are too small to be seen in Figure 11 without zooming up in the coda part. These differences may come from the effect of the wideangle scattering neglected in the Markov approximation. In the Markov approximation, we do not also take into account the conversion scattering and the excitation of surface waves, but those effects are not notable in our result (Figure 10b) . Maeda et al. [2008] synthesized coda wave .7 s in a single realization of random medium for the incidence of the plane P wavelet. The medium is homogeneous for −17 km ≤ z < 0 km and inhomogeneous for 0 km ≤ z ≤ 100 km. As the initial condition, a 2 Hz Küpper wavelet is set at z = −10 km. Horizontal array of 20 receivers with 5 km interval are located on the free surface at z = 100 km. Random media are characterized by the same parameters as given in the caption of Figure 4 . envelopes in random media where they consider the free surface effect based on the Born approximation. As a result, there is little contribution of Rayleigh waves to the envelope at 2 Hz. Therefore we conclude that the effect of the surface wave is little and the difference seen in the coda part comes from the wide-angle scattering.
Incidence of an S Wavelet
[38] We compare the Markov and FD envelopes on the free surface for the vertical incidence of a 2 Hz Küpper wavelet (plane S wavelet). We use the same parameters as the P wavelet case and take the same procedure to make FD envelopes. The results are shown in Figure 12 . The FD envelopes are well matched with the Markov envelopes in both components from the onset to coda. For the horizontal component, the misfit at the peak arrival is about 4% of the maximum amplitude. By zooming up in the coda part, we can see a small difference between the Markov envelopes and the FD envelopes in the coda part of envelopes. This is the same property as P wavelet case.
Discussion
[39] We quantitatively investigate the applicable range of the Markov approximation by changing sets of medium parameters a and " from the comparison of Markov envelopes and FD envelopes on the free surface of a 2-D random medium for the incidence of a plane P wavelet with predominant frequency at 2 Hz, which corresponds to the wave number k 0 = 1.6 km −1 . Figure 13 shows the comparison of Markov envelopes and FD envelopes on the free surface at Z = 100 km for different sets of parameters for Gaussian ACF: a = 2.5, 5.0, 10 km and " = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2. Average P and S wave velocities and density are the same as the previous simulations, where the travel time of P wave for 100 km is 12.8 s.
[40] The peak delay time difference of the vertical component envelopes and that of the horizontal component envelopes are less than 10% when " = 0.05 and a ≥ 5 km; however, the difference increases as a becomes smaller and " becomes larger. The ratio of the peak value difference of the FD envelope and Markov envelope to the peak value of Markov envelope is less than 7% when " ≤ 0.1 and a ≥ 5 km. We find that the Markov approximation is accurate from the onset through the peak until about the quartermaximum arrival when " ≤ 0.05 and ak 0^8 , that is l w ] a. We may say the Markov approximation is accurate at least from the onset until the peak arrival when " ≤ 0.1 and a ≥ 5 km (ak 0^8 ). We find a departure of Markov envelope from FD envelope when " = 0.2. Przybilla and Korn [2008] reported that the Markov approximation is valid if ak 0 ≥ 5-8 on the basis of the Monte Carlo simulation of the radiative transfer theory with the Born approximation and FD simulations in 3-D random media.
[41] Rytov et al. [1989] proposed that it is necessary that the wavelength is shorter than the coherent radius: a ? k 0 ) 1. In a Gaussian ACF case, this condition corresponds to " 2 z/a ( 1. This condition depends on the travel distance. Sato and Korn [2008] pointed out that the quantity " 2 z/a is the ratio of the time integral of the transverse component to that of the sum of three components. In our calculation, this parameter varies from 0.025 to 1.6. When " 2 z/a ≤ 0.2, the Markov approximation is accurate at least from the onset to the peak arrival. When " 2 z/a ≤ 0.1, we may say that the Markov approximation is accurate from the onset through the peak until the half maximum arrival.
[42] On the basis of the Markov approximation, we calculate the MS envelopes on the free surface of the 3-D random medium characterized by the following parameter sets, a = 5.0 and 10 km, " = 0.05 and 1.0, which satisfy ak 0 ≥ 8.1 and " 2 z/a ≤ 0.2. As a result, the amplification rates of the vertical and the horizontal components vary from 3.9 to 4.0 and from 4.2 to 5.1 at the peaks, respectively. Therefore "a factor of 4" for the free surface amplification is a good approximation with the error within 28%.
[43] We investigate the applicable lapse time range of the Markov approximation. Sato and Korn [2008] mentioned that the theory leads to that longitudinal component MS envelope becomes negative after t > 1.25(z/a 0 ) for the incidence of an impulsive plane P wavelet in the Gaussian ACF type random media. So the valid reduced time range for our case is
In our simulation, Z/(4a 0 ) = 3.2 s. When " = 0.05, the Markov envelopes and the FD envelopes are well matched each other in the case of ak 0^8 . When the fluctuation is large, " = 0.1 and 0.2, the difference between the FD envelopes and the Markov envelopes appears before 3.2 s. But when " = 0.1 and ak 0^8 , we find that the Markov approximation is valid from the onset to around the peak. [44] Finally, we discuss about the correction of the free surface effect. Kubanza et al. [2007] estimated the heterogeneities of the lithosphere (" 2 /a) by using the ratio of the MS envelopes based on the infinite media model derived by Sato [2006] . According to the theoretical model in the infinite random media 
where Kubanza et al. [2007] assumed that Z = 100 km as the lithosphere. In the case of a = 10 km, " = 0.05 and Z = 100, the ratio is 0.045 in their model. They implicitly assume that each component MS envelope is equally amplified by a factor of four on the free surface. In our model, however, the ratio is 0.057 for such parameters. So if we do not take into account the effect of the free surface, we overestimate the ratio about 26%.
[45] In this paper we have studied the vertical incidence only; however, it will be necessary to examine oblique incidence of a plane wavelet. We have assumed that the random media are characterized by a Gaussian ACF. In the Earth, however, velocity inhomogeneities having a power law spectrum, for example von Karman type, are more realistic [Shiomi et al., 1997] . When random media are characterized by a von Karman type ACF, envelopes have been synthesized by Saito et al. [2002] , Saito et al. [2003] and Suzaki [2007] in infinite media. We will have to extend our method to von Karman type random media where large angle scattering becomes stronger than that in Gaussian ACF case.
Summary
[46] We have developed a stochastic envelope synthesis on the free surface of a random medium for the vertical incidence of a plane wavelet based on the Markov approximation. Scattered waves following the direct wave have various incident ray angles. We have focused on the angular spectrum representation which describes the incident angle distribution of scattered waves. The angular spectrum in infinite random media has a sharp peak around the global ray direction at the direct arrival, however, it is flattened with the increase of the reduced time. We have introduced the amplification factors on the free surface of the plane wave, which depend on the incident angle of seismic ray. The angular spectrum for random media characterized by a Gaussian ACF is analytically solved and the amplification factors on the free surface are also analytically given. Multiplying the amplification factor to the angular spectrum in infinite random media, we are able to synthesize the MS envelopes on the free surface.
[47] We calculated the MS envelopes on the free surface for the typical statistical parameters of the lithosphere: a 0 = 7.8 km/s, b 0 = a 0 / ffiffi ffi 3 p = 4.5 km/s, the Gaussian ACF with a = 10 km, " = 0.05 and the thickness Z = 100 km. For the vertical incidence of an impulsive plane P wavelet, the vertical component MS envelope is amplified by about a factor of four on the free surface compared with that in an infinite medium, and this effect is nearly constant for different reduced times. On the other hand, the amplification rate for the horizontal component MS envelope is 5.1 at the peak and gradually decreases as the reduced time increases. For the vertical incidence of an impulsive plane S wavelet, the amplification rates of the vertical and horizontal components MS envelopes are 4.7 and 4.1, respectively at the peak. Those amplification rates vary with the reduced time. The MS envelopes are not exactly amplified by a factor of four on the free surface; however, we may roughly say that "a factor of 4" is a good approximation for both transverse and longitudinal components with the error within 28%.
[48] In order to confirm the validity of our stochastic method to synthesize the MS envelopes on the free surface, we conducted the FD simulation of wave propagation in 2-D random elastic media for the vertical incidence of a plane P wavelet and S wavelet, respectively. The MS envelopes derived by our improved Markov approximation show a good agreement with the MS envelopes calculated by the FD simulation waves when l w ] a and the " 2 ≤ (0.1 ∼ 0.2)a/z ( 1. When we precisely examine the coda part of the envelopes, we find that the Markov envelope is slightly smaller than the FD envelopes since the Markov approximation neglects wide-angle scattering.
[49] We first succeeded in the synthesis of MS envelopes on the free surface of random elastic media characterized by a Gaussian ACF for the vertical incidence of a plane wavelet based on the Markov approximation. This theory gives a solid mathematical base for the practical analysis of teleseismic waves for the spectral structure study of random velocity inhomogeneities in the lithosphere.
